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1. Introduction
The Midland Amateur Radio Club is undertaking a group build of a microcontroller based digital
thermometer. The project will give participating club members an opportunity to build a circuit while being
mentored by more experienced builders. It will also give participants an insight into how microcontrollers
work and how they may be used in electronics projects.

The circuit uses a Maxxim DS1821 Programmable Digital Thermostat as a temperature sensor, and
a Microchip PIC24FV16KM202 microcontroller to read the sensor and display the results on a 16x2
character LCD module. the project is powered by 3-AA batteries.
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Figure 1. Block Diagram

2. Circuit
The circuit uses a Microchip PIC24FV16KM202 microcontroller. This is a five volt part requiring a 10uF
capacitor for its internal voltage regulator. The PIC's internal oscillator is used, so an external crystal is not
required.
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Figure 2. Schematic Diagram

The temperature is sensed with a Dallas Semiconductior DS1821 Programmable Digital Thermostat. This
is a "One Wire" device requiring power, ground and a single line to the microcontroller. Commands are
sent to the sensor, and responses received over this single wire.

Results are displayed on a standard, 16 character by two line liquid crystal display module. The four
wire interface is used, as is common practice to conserve controller pins. The LCD includes a backlight,
however this is not used in this circuit due to its high current requirement.

An LED is provided which is illuminated when the temperature is being sensed.

3. Installing the parts
Identify the parts kit and the circuit board. A complete list of parts can be found in Appendix A, Bill of
Materials.

Figure 3. Parts kit
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Kit Contents
The kit consists of a printed circuit board and a plastic bag.

Figure 4. Contents of outer bag

The outer bag contains the following contents:
1. Battery holder
2. LCD
3. Hardware bag
4. Battery bag
5. Component bag
6. PIC

Become familiar with the parts

Understand what parts you have and what each is called. This will make construction far more
accurate and also faster.
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The hardware bag contains connectors, sockets and the like.

Figure 5. Contents of hardware bag

The hardware bag contains the following contents:
7. 28 pin DIP socket
8. (2) spacers
9. (2) 6-32 x 3/8" flat head screws
10. (2) 6-32 nylon insert nuts
11. 3/16" heat shrink tubing
12. (2) 2-56 x 3/4 pan head screws
13. (4) 2-56 hex nuts
14. 2 pin SIP socket
15. 6 pin 90 degree SIP header
16. 2 pin 90 degree SIP header
17. 16 pin SIP socket
18. 16 pin SIP header
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The component bag contains the various electronic components except for the batteries, LCD and PIC:

Figure 6. Contents of component bag

The component bag contains the following contents:
19. 47K resistor yellow-violet-orange-gold
20. 4.7K resistor yellow-violet-reg-gold
21. 3.32K resistor orange-orange-red-brown-brown
22. (2) 412 ohm resistors yellow-brown-red-black-brown
23. 2.2 ohm resistor red-red-gold-gold
24. (2) 0.1u monolithic capacitors marked 104
25. Maxxim/Dallas DS1821 programmable digital thermostat
26. 10K trimpot marked 103
27. Tact switch
28. 10u electrolytic capacitor marked 10uF 50V
29. Red LED

Install parts in order

It is important to install the parts in the order shown in this document. Some parts can be tricky if
installed after other parts.

Install resistors
First install the 5 resistors shown in the image below. The remaining resistor is optional and will not be
installed.
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• 3.32K orange-orange-red-brown-brown
• 412 ohm yellow-brown-red-black-brown (two of these)
• 47K yellow-violet-orange-gold
• 4.7K yellow-violet-red-gold
• The 2.2 ohm resistor (red-red-gold-gold) will not be used at this time

For each resistor, bend the leads close to the body of the resistor and insert the resistor into the board.
Pull the leads from the reverse side of the board and bend the leads outward slightly to hold the resistor in
place. Check to be sure that the resistor is flat against the board. Solder the two leads and check that the
solder connection is smooth and shiny. Clip the excess leads off close to the board.

Figure 7. Resistors to install

The resistors (and most parts) should be installed flush against the circuit board. In general, install non-
polarized parts so that the markings are easily read. In the case of resistors, the bands should read left to
right or top to bottom. For capacitors, orient them so the value is visible.

Figure 8. Individual resistor mounting before soldering
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Figure 9. Resistors mounted and soldered

Figure 10. Joints should be smooth and shiny

Sometimes when plenty of heat is applied, capillary action will draw solder through the hole and on to the
top of the board. Although not necessary, this can give you confidence the joint was thoroughly heated.

Figure 11. Soldered resistor, top of board
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Install the IC socket
The IC socket pins are easily bent. Before attempting to install the socket, check that the pins are straight.
If needed, gently straighten them with a needle nose pliers.

Figure 12. IC socket location

Orient socket properly

Be sure the notch on the socket matches the notch on the silk and that the socket is flush against the
circuit board.
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Figure 13. Be sure the notch on the socket matches the silk

Insert the socket into the board. If the pins are properly straight, the socket will drop into the board with no
pressure. However, with so many pins, it will probably take some care to align all the pins with the pads.
At this point in construction it should be the highest thing on the board, so by turning the board over and
placing it on the work surface, you should be able to ensure the socket is flush against the board. Solder
two pins in opposite corners.

Turn the board over and check that the socket is flush against the board. When you are satisfied with the
position of the socket, solder the remaining 26 pins.

Carefully inspect all 28 solder joints to be sure they are smooth and shiny. The pins are quite close
together. Be sure there is no solder between the pins. Be especially cautious that there are no thin solder
"whiskers" shorting the pins.
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Install bypass capacitors
Next install the two 0.1uF capacitors (marked 104). You will not need to bend the leads before inserting
the capacitor since the leads are pre-formed to closely match the holes in the circuit board.

Figure 14. 0.1u Bypass Capacitor

The shoulder in the leads will hold the capacitor slightly off the board. Again, pull the leads outward to hold
the capacitor in place, solder, check for a smooth joint, clip the excess leads.

Figure 15. 0.1uF capacitor location
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Install the two 90-degree headers

Figure 16. Right angle headers

The headers should be installed so they point away from the board. Insert the header, solder a pin on
one end. Check that the pins pointing away from the board are parallel to the board and then solder the
remaining pins. Check for good solder joints and be sure there are no bridges between the pins.

Figure 17. Right angle headers

The two-pin power connector, because it is so small, can be a bit tricky. Take your time, solder one pin,
check that you are comfortable with the alignment, possibly re-heating the pin to get it right, then solder
the second pin. If you push the female power connector on before starting, it can help hold the header
without burning your fingers.
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Install the reset button
The button must be oriented so that the pins extend from the left and right of the button. Because the pins
are so large and there are four of them, it can take considerable pressure to get the button flush against
the board. When you are confident the button is correctly oriented, solder the pins.

Figure 18. Reset Button

The lower-right pin of the reset button is very close to the 412 ohm resistor. In this case, the two are
connected, so a solder bridge is not a problem.

Figure 19. Reset Button Orientation
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Install the 10 uF electrolytic capacitor.
Install the 10 microfarad electrolytic capacitor.

Figure 20. Electrolytic Capacitor Location

Orientation matters

Be sure to install the capacitor with the band containing the minus sign on the left, toward the minus
sign marked on the circuit board.

Figure 21. 10uF Electrolytic Capacitor
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The capacitor must be flush against the board. The LCD will extend above the capacitor so the capacitor
must not extend too high.

Install the contrast control
The contrast control has shoulders on its leads that keep it slightly above the board. However, it still takes
a little pressure to get the pins into the board firmly. Insert the pot, check that it is solid and that all the pins
extend out the bottom of the board, then solder them in place.

Figure 22. 10K Trimpot

Figure 23. 10K Trimpot
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The contrast pot has shoulders on the pins that limit how far into the board the pot can go.

Figure 24. Shoulders on pot pins

Still, the pins, when properly inserted, extend quite a distance through the bottom of the board.

Figure 25. Pot bottom of board

After soldering, turn the contrast control fully clockwise, then back off slightly.
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Install the DS1821
The flat side of the DS1821 must face up as shown on the PCB silk.

Figure 26. DS1821

The leads of the DS1821 will need to be spread slightly.

Figure 27. DS1821

If you plan in the future to move the temperature sensor to a remote location, you may wish to leave the
leads fairly long. This is not a problem for this part (other than cosmetics).
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Install the LED
The flat of the LED must face down as shown on the board. The longer lead is on the opposite side from
the flat.

Figure 28. LED

The LED should be mounted flush against the board. This is mostly for cosmetic reasons. If you plan to
replace the LED with some other color, for example, you may wish to leave the leads longer. Similarly if
you want to absolutely minimize battery drain, you may elect to leave the LED out altogether.

Figure 29. LED
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Install the 16 pin SIP socket

Figure 30. LCD SIP socket location

Hold one of the 2-56 hex nuts on the top side of the board immediately over one of the lower LCD
mounting holes. Insert a 2-56x3/4 Phillips machine screw through the bottom of the board and into the nut.
Tighten the nut down against the board. Repeat for the other lower corner of the LCD. Snug down both
nuts.

Figure 31. LCD mounting screws
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Insert the long side of the 16 pin header into the 16 pin SIP socket. Be sure the pins are fully inserted.

Figure 32. LCD header and SIP socket

Drop the spacers over the 2-56 screws, insert the SIP socket into the circuit board, carefully place the
LCD onto the 16 pin header while guiding the other side of the LCD on to the 2-56 screws. Press the LCD
down so that the header and SIP are flush against the circuit board and LCD.

Figure 33. LCD ready for soldering

Install the remaining 2-56 hex nuts to hold the LCD and snug them down. Check that everything is square
and tight.

Solder the 16 pin header to the LCD as follows:
• Heat the pad of pin 1 (left) of the LCD to accept solder
• Flow solder on to the pin adequate to cover the pad
• Ensure that the pin is hot enough that solder begins to climb up the pin
• Press down on the upper left of the LCD
• Remove the soldering iron and wait a few seconds before removing pressure from the LCD
• Check that the joint is smooth and shiny, and that the header is flush against the bottom of the LCD

Repeat the process with pin 16. When you are satisfied that the header is tight against the LCD, solder the
remaining 14 pins.

Check that all the solder joints are good, and that there are no solder bridges or solder whiskers between
the pins.

Turn the board over and repeat the above process on the bottom of the board with the 16 pin SIP socket.
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Prepare the power connector
Press the two-pin SIP socket onto one of the right angle headers. This is just temporary, so it doesn't
matter which one. Heavily tin both of the pins. Also, heavily tin both leads of the battery holder.

Figure 34. Power connector ready to tin

Slide the heat shrink tubing onto the battery leads, pushing it up towards the battery. Solder the leads of
the battery holder to the two pin SIP socket. Be sure to make a physically solid connection. Inspect closely
for solder bridges.

Figure 35. Power connector with leads attached
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Slide the heat shrink tube over the SIP socket leaving about 1/4" or less of the socket exposed. Shrink the
tubing.

Figure 36. Power connector with heat shrink tubing

Insert the PIC
Insert the PIC24FV16KM202-I/SP into the IC socket. Be sure that the notch on the IC matches the notch
on the socket. With new ICs it can be helpful to move the pins in slightly by rocking the part on the table.

Remove LCD

It may be helpful to temporarily remove the LCD before attempting to insert the PIC. Getting all those
pins into the socket without bending any can be a little tricky, and having the LCD in the way makes it
a little trickier.

Final steps
Mount the battery holder to the back of the board using the 3/8" x 6-32 flat head screws. The provided
nuts are nylon insert lock nuts, so will probably require a 5/16 nut driver or ignition wrench to install.
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Insert batteries, ensuring that the negative end of each battery is against the spring in the battery holder.
This will result in the batteries alternating direction.

Figure 37. Batteries alternate direction

Connect the battery holder socket to the right 90 degree header, making sure the red wire is to the top.

Orientation Matters

The battery connector is not polarized, making it easy to connect backwards. Be sure the red wire
from the battery is toward the top.

4. Operation
When power is first applied, the LED should flash briefly. This is an indication that the program is running.
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Adjust the contrast trim pot until the display is visible. If the circuit is later powered from a 5 volt supply
rather than batteries, the contrast may require readjustment.

Figure 38. Temperature Display

Approximately once per minute the LED will flash, indicating that another temperature sample is being
taken. Over time, the high and low temperatures displayed will diverge.

If it is desired to reset the high and low temperatures, press the red reset button.

A. Bill of Materials
The parts come in a plastic bag which contains several other plastic bags.

A.1. Outer bag
• Electronic parts bag
• Hardware bag
• Battery bag containing 3 AA cells
• 2x16 character LCD display module
• Battery holder
• PIC24FV16KM202

A.2. Electronic parts bag
• 2x 412 ohm ( yellow-brown-red-black-brown)
• 3.32K (orange-orange-red-brown-brown)
• 47K (yellow-violet-orange-gold)
• 4.7K (yellow-violet-red-gold)
• 2.2 ohm (red-red-gold-gold)
• 2x 0.1u monolithic (marked 104)
• 10u electrolytic (black with a gray band)
• 10K trimpot (marked 103)
• Dallas DS1821 programmable digital thermostat
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• Red LED
• Tact switch

A.3. Hardware bag
• 28 pin SPDIP socket
• 16 pin SIP socket
• 2 pin SIP socket
• 16 pin header
• 6 pin right angle header
• 2 pin right angle header
• 2x 6-32x3/8" flat head
• 2x 6-32 nylon insert nuts
• 2x 2-56x3/4 pan head
• 4x 2-56 hex
• 1x3/16" heat shrink
• 2x 0.42x5/16" spacer

B. Recommended Tools
The following tools are suggested for construction. If you do not have them, you can share with others. In
order of importance:
• Safety glasses, goggles or some other form of eye protection. Solder can splatter, component leads

often go flying when cut. Eye protection is critical.

• Needle nosed pliers - used for forming component leads and pulling components tight against the circuit
board.

• Wire cutters - small diagonal cutter used for trimming component leads. Should allow cutting close to
the board.

• Soldering iron - a low wattage or temperature controlled soldering pencil with a reasonably small tip. A
conical tip or small chisel, less than 1/8", is appropriate.

• Solder - rosin core, not acid core, solder, fairly thin, perhaps 0.031" or smaller. Should be 60/40 or
eutectic (63/37) solder, 62/36/2 will work, but unnecessarily expensive. The author prefers 0.015" 63/37.

• Solder wick - we all make mistakes, solder wick is the eraser. A solder sucker might work instead.

• #2 phillips screwdriver. A #1 might also be handy, but you can get by with a #2.

• 3/16" and 5/16" nut drivers. An ignition wrench could work for the 5/16, but a nut driver is more
convenient. The 3/16 is fairly tight, although a thin wall box end wrench might work.

• Work gloves. Heavy leather work gloves come in handy for holding the work when using the heat gun.

• Heat gun - used for shrinking the tube on the battery lead.

The first five you will use constantly, the others less often. There are only 2 5/16" nuts to deal with, only
one shrink tube. However, there can be a fair bit of fiddling with the 3/16" nuts. Still, this only represents a
small part of the construction.
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C. Customizations
There are a number of customizations the builder may choose to apply to the project. Some of the more
obvious are described here.

C.1. LCD Backlight
The LCD includes an LED backlight which can make the display far more readable, especially in dim light.
However, the backlight takes considerable current which will drain the battery in just a few hours, so it is
not included in the original build.

Figure C.1. Backlit display
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If the builder chooses to power the circuit from some other source, the backlight might be a reasonable
choice. To enable the backlight, install the 2.2 ohm resistor and a jumper in the locations shown in the
figure below:

Figure C.2. Backlight enable location

A higher value resistor might be used which would reduce the current requirement, but result in a dimmer
backlight.
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C.2. Backlight switch
The jumper location could be used to install a switch or pushbutton. This way the user could press
the button to turn on the backlight and the substantial current drain would not be experienced except
occasionally.

Figure C.3. Backlight jumper
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C.3. LED
Although small, the current drawn by the LED represents a significant portion of the power budget.
Increasing the value of the 412 ohm resistor would result in a dimmer LED, but lower power consumption.
Eliminating the LED altogether would be even better in terms of power.

Figure C.4. LEDcurrent limiting resistor

C.4. Other displays
Many LCD character module displays are available, in a wide variety of backlights and colors. Any 80
mm, 2x16 LCD character module display should work. Larger (or smaller) displays will also work, but will
require some mechanical modification for mounting.

Figure C.5. White backlit display

(The above display happens to be 2x20 hence the empty space on the right.)

Figure C.6. Negative display
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Figure C.7. Negative display with color backlight

While a little more expensive, OLED displays are also compatible, and look very nice, but can draw
substantial current, making battery operation unrealistic.

Figure C.8. OLED Display

C.5. Program Changes
Many of the more interesting changes involve changes to the firmware on the PIC24FV16KM202
microcontroller. However, to make these changes requires a device to program the microcontroller. There
are two primary devices, the ICD 3 and the PICkit 3. There are also a number of clones which may or may
not be compatible with the MPLAB-X IDE.

ICD 3
The ICD 3 is a high-end (and high priced) programmer and debugger for PICs. All models of PIC are
supported, as well as a number of other devices such as flash memories. The ICD 3 can provide up to 100
mA of power to the target circuit. The ICD 3 can be obtained from Microchip Direct (DV164035), Newark,
Digikey or any of a number of other sources. The ICD 3 does require a cable to adapt the PICkit connector
on the thermometer board to the RJ12 connector on the ICD. This is easily constructed.

Figure C.9. ICD 3
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PICkit 3
The PICkit 3 is a far slower, and less expensive, programmer than the ICD 3. The PICkit 3 connects
directly into the PICkit connector on the thermometer board. The PICkit 3 supports most PICs, but support
for new PICs tends to lag behind the ICD 3. The PICkit 3 (PG164130) is available from the same sources
as the ICD 3. The author has had some success with a counterfiet PICkit 3 from China, available at
less than half the price of the genuine article. The PICkit 3 can deliver far less power than the ICD 3, so
generally the thermometer cannot be powered by the programmer, while even with the backlight it can be
powered by the ICD 3.

Figure C.10. PICkit 3

Display changes
Changes to what is displayed, or how it is displayed, are relatively simple, as are changes to the
calculation. The builder may prefer, for example, to include her call in the display, or display temperature in
Kelvin or Rankine. These are all simply accomplished.

Update rate
As built, the thermometer checks the temperature once a minute. Adjusting the watchdog timer can
change this to be shorter or longer. The PIC draws very little current when sleeping, and considerably
more when working, so shortening this time will reduce battery life, but this is quite a simple change.

Power saving strategies
The PIC has to run quite fast to read the DS1821, but there is no need for speed when doing the
calculations or displaying the result. The PIC24FV16KM202 has a low power clock which could be used
to save considerable power when doing these other tasks. However, for simplicity, this was left out of the
original programming. The builder may wish to explore this avenue.

The LCD draws considerable current even without the backlight. Turning off the LCD except when needed
could be a considerable saving. However, this would involve some complexity. The PIC is normally
sleeping and not monitoring its inputs. However, inputs can be programmed to wake the PIC when they
change, which could allow for the LCD to be powered by a port pin. The program could then power
the LCD for a few seconds whenever a button was pressed resulting in greatly improved battery life. In
addition to relatively complex software changes, this would involve cutting the power trace to the LCD.

The LED also could be eliminated, or it's flash could be shortened. The LCD is on for the entire time a
conversion is taking place, almost a second. If the LED were only flashed briefly, say for 20 milliseconds or
so, it could still be seen but be drawing power for far less time.
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Additional sensors
The PIC can read the DS1821 on any pin, so additional DS1821s could be added. The builder might
choose, for example, to have inside and outside temperatures or upstairs and downstairs. Although the
long distance wiring might be troublesome, the software changes are relatively straightforward.
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